CURRICULUM INPUTS FOR NURSERY
FOR THE MONTH OF JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 2018
MYSELF
 Discusses emotions - I am happy, sad, angry and scared.
 Talks about members of the family like, grandparents, father,
mother, brother, sister etc, and what he/she likes about them.
 Distinguishes between big and small family.

 Talks about his/ her home and the different rooms in the house.

 Identifies the various things that belong to different rooms in a
house.
E.g. sofa, bed, telephone, tables, chairs, utensils, buckets etc.
 Talks about school building, playground, bus area,playroom,school,
school reception, office, book shop etc.

Explores different classrooms and talks about the colour of the walls,
tables, chairs etc.
 Recites rhymes related to myself, my home, my school, my family.
Eg. - Some houses are big, some are small...
Mumma darling, papa darling...

SHOW AND TELL ACTIVITY
 Speaks about his/her favourite object like toys, books, fruits,
vegetables, dresses etc (brought from home) and why he/she likes
them.
PLANT LIFE
 Discuss plant life (four friends of plants)
 Identifies different types of plants during nature walk and talks about
their shape, colour and size.
 Discuss germination and observes the growth of the plant.

 Recognizes different parts of a plant like roots, leaves , flowers etc.

 Identifies different fruits and vegetables and learn their English and
Hindi names.
 Talks about their colour, size, shape and taste.
 Collect the leaves, seeds, twigs and flowers during the nature walk
activity and does the sorting activity.
 Listens to the stories and recites rhymes related to the plant life.
E.g. Farmer sows a seed...
SHAPES
 Recognises different shapes like circle, square, triangle and rectangle.
 Observes objects of different shapes in the classroom and outdoors.

 Creates different objects with basic shapes.

 Recites rhymes and songs related to shapes.
E.g. The sun is round, zero is round
Round goes the merry go round.
RAINY SEASON
 Observes the changes in the weather during the rainy season.
 Goes for a nature walk, smells wet mud, observes wriggly
earthworms and enjoys the sight of fresh green leaves and grass.
(washed in rain).
 Identifies and draws the things used

in rainy season.
Eg. Umbrella, raincoat, gumboots etc.
ALBHABET







Recognizes the letters Cc-Mm and their phonetic sound.
Traces sand paper letter.
Names and draws 4-5 objects starting with these letters.
Differentiates between capital and small letters.
Matches capital letter flash cards with small letter flash cards.
Matches letter flash cards with picture cards.
E.g. Cc-caterpillar, Dd-dolphin

Cc

Dd

 Draws pictures starting with the letters given.
 Recites alphabet rhymes with actions.
E.g. D is for dog who barks and bite...
PRE NUMBER CONCEPT
 Understands the pre-number concepts such as big-small, full- empty
and few-many.

Big

Small

NUMBERS
 Identifies numbers 0 – 4.
 Traces sand paper numbers.

 Counts and takes out objects from the surprise basket according to
the number called by the teacher.
 Recognizes and draws objects according to the given no.
 Recites number rhymes.
E.g. one one one little bunny run...
ACTIVITIES ACROSS THE THEME
 Tree plantation week.
 Fruit Mart
 Celebrates Independence Day, Raksha Bandhan, Eid, Ganesh
Chaturthi, Janamashtami, Teacher’s day.
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